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As a postscript and by way of a response to all the contributors in 
this issue of The School Field, I would like to “wrap up” all of the 
subjects presented into a single general theme: feminist epistemol-

ogies. Better still: this may be seen as some sort of conversation I wish I 
once had, but have not (perhaps an opportunity for a roundtable on this 
topic will arise some day). At the same time, I wish to thank the authors all 
for their cooperation and, after all, for opening up new intellectual spaces 
and reflecting on those already in place. The theme of teaching feminism 
is important, even more so in the present times, as is obvious from all of 
the issues raised and dealt with by the authors in this issue. But let me first 
start with feminism. Feminism is many things to many people, says Helen 
Longino, “but it is at its core in part about the expansion of human poten-
tiality” (Longino, 1987, p. 60; see also Vendramin, 2018, p. 75).

At this point, let me briefly deal with the singular/plural issue raised 
by the title of this text, i.e.: feminist epistemology vs. epistemologies (FE). 
FE is an approach to epistemology (rather than a single school or theory) 
that uses gender as a central category. Gender is indeed a central catego-
ry, but – as a sort of contribution to more precise thinking – other axes of 
discrimination and marginalisation are included. According to Marianne 
Janack (n.d.): feminist epistemology “identifies how dominant concep-
tions and practices of knowledge attribution, acquisition, and justifica-
tion disadvantage women and other subordinated groups, and strives to 
reform them to serve the interests of these groups”. Phyllis Rooney says 
that “feminist epistemology (as encompassing a range of epistemologi-
cal projects informed and linked by efforts to uncover the political and 
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epistemological fallout of the epistemic disenfranchisement of women 
and other ‘others’) proceeds in fruitful conversation with a range of ap-
proaches or directions in epistemology, and it is unique in this kind of 
epistemological flexibility” (Rooney, 2010, p. 21).

This explains why feminist epistemology can sometimes also be spo-
ken about in the plural (Janack, n.d.).1 Feminist epistemologies contain 
an important feature that sets them apart from other traditions (to which 
they are indebted in various ways and extents) – the emphasis on the epis-
temic salience of gender and the use of gender as an analytical category in 
discussions, criticisms and reconstructions of epistemic practices, norms 
and ideals (ibid.).

Phyllis Rooney (2011, pp. 5–6) in this regard deals with another im-
portant issue, namely with the “persistent refrain in mainstream episte-
mology circles that feminist epistemology is not epistemology ‘proper,’ 
and thus not something with which epistemologists need concern them-
selves”. This attitude “has ranged from hostile to dismissive to limited 
acknowledgement” (ibid). These dismissals,2 writes Rooney, “are prob-
lematic for epistemological as well as political reasons /… and/ are quite 
revealing of unexamined assumptions about epistemology ‘proper’” (ibid., 
p. 6). Hence, not only is a gendered subject marginalised in a research 
study or inquiry, but the very discipline dealing with being a gendered 
knowing subject (and all the categories that go along with it, such as ob-
jectivity, justification, reason etc.) and researching the consequences of 
this is also marginalised.

This epistemological theme appears in many articles here, sometimes 
explicitly, sometimes less so. But it is there in different ways. As Nina 
Lykke puts it: rather than homogenising, it is important to provide a het-
erogeneous feminist space for comparing notes (Lykke, 2010, p. 135).3 And, 
as she continues:

My claim is that this particular thinking technology may make more 
visible current feminist commitments to rethinkings of bodily and 
transcorporeal materialities, and to the unfolding of innovative kinds of 
knowledge producing practices which transgress both positivism, social 

1 Feminist philosophers “have articulated three main approaches to this question – femi-
nist standpoint theory, feminist postmodernism, and feminist empiricism” (Janack, n.d.). 
These three approaches are given here for information only, they often converge and no 
doubt have developed over time.

2 There is talk about political correctness and agendas – about something that allegedly has 
no place in science. For a little more on the “criticism” of feminist epistemology, see e.g. 
Vendramin, 2009. 

3 Lykke (2010) writes from a specific point of view, i.e. post-constructionism.
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constructionism, and post-modern relativism and anti-foundationalism. 
A strong commitment to ethics – and a belief in an inextricable link be-
tween epistemology, ontology, and ethics – is also a common denomina-
tor of the diversity of heterogeneous theories /…/ (ibid.).

Accordingly, these strands of thought lead us to dealing with the 
taken-for-granted, which can be expanded in various directions, one of 
them being meanings acquired in everyday life.4 

But, in connection to delineation of what feminist epistemology (or 
epistemologies) is, Elizabeth Anderson, for example, warns as following:

Feminist epistemology has often been understood as the study of femi-
nine “ways of knowing.” But feminist epistemology is better understood 
as the branch of naturalized, social epistemology that studies the various 
influences of norms and conceptions of gender and gendered interests 
and experiences on the production of knowledge (Anderson, 1995, p. 50). 

This quite general presentation (general in the sense that I chose it, 
not because Elizabeth Anderson’s thinking is too general in defining it) 
can be complemented, for instance, with Iris Van der Tuin’s definition 
(2016):

Feminist epistemology refers to the feminist engagement with ques-
tions of truth, objectivity, method, and the knowing subject. /…/ The key 
question of feminist epistemology as a field of inquiry involves the epis-
temic status of the knowledge produced by privileged and marginalized 
subjects. Where to draw the line between knowledge and prejudice? In 
sum, feminist epistemology pertains to the intersection of knowledge 
and power.

This last sentence is particularly important here, as knowledge is al-
ways someone’s knowledge (and by “someone” in this case I mean a par-
ticular social group). Wherever there is significant social stratification, 
there are likely to be epistemic effects (Grasswick, 2001, p. xv) – i.e. an in-
fluence on the concepts of knowledge, inquiry, justification and the like. 

A famous phrase by Donna Haraway goes like this: “Vision is al-
ways a question of the power to see” (Haraway, 1991, p. 192), and so the as-
sertion made by the researcher that she or he watches from everywhere 
and sees everything, that she or he has no desires, needs, convictions or 
backgrounds, is contentious (Haraway, 1991, p. 192) and an evasion of 

4 To briefly return to the sphere of education, this especially concerns both the curriculum 
and the hidden curriculum. Particular attention should be paid here to the hidden curric-
ulum because a certain level of doubt and reconsideration is required in order to detect 
and analyse it (see e.g. Bahovec & Bregar-Golobič, 2004).
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responsible discourse (my italics). This is a view from a position that is 
transcendent, which means that I/we/someone is speaking (better: claims 
to be speaking) above the level of human activity, above politics and pow-
er – and beyond lived experience.

In contrast with more traditional definitions of objectivity, femi-
nist objectivity is achieved not through transcendence – this would be 
the “god-trick” (done by the allegedly disembodied scientist, which is a 
traditional positivist view of science) of being the Deity in relation to the 
rest of the universe (Haraway, 1991, p. 183 ff).5 It is done through a dynam-
ic engagement with partial perspectives stemming from marginalised po-
sitions. We should not forget the ethical and moral implications here, i.e. 
the challenge and responsibility to recognise power relations. Iris Van der 
Tuin describes it in this way: “one of the most important methodological 
innovations of feminism has been the distinction between ‘studying up’ 
and ‘studying down’. Studying down implies that asymmetrical power re-
lations are reconfirmed easily in research. The alternative, studying up, is 
the standpoint theoretical model of researching from the lives of margin-
alized subjects” (Van der Tuin, 2016).

As already mentioned, feminist epistemology is not research into 
some kind of easily and generally detectable gender-specific, i.e. feminine, 
ways of knowing, styles of thinking, intuitions, methodologies and on-
tologies that govern or characterise cognitive activities (Anderson, 1995, 
p. 62; Vendramin, 2018) – at least this is my understanding. As Phyllis 
Rooney states:

The idea of “women’s/feminine ways of knowing” has indeed surfaced 
in feminist epistemology, but the primary focus has been on how prob-
lematic the idea is. Among other things, it involves generalizations about 
women (across different races, classes, and cultures, for example) that 
have been the focus of significant critical scrutiny in the past three dec-
ades of feminist theorizing (Rooney, 2010, pp. 6–7).

Such understanding avoids dubious claims about feminine cogni-
tive differences and enables feminist research in various disciplines to 
pose deep internal criticism of mainstream research (Anderson, 1995, p. 

5 Haraway’s text entitled “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and 
the Privilege of Partial Perspective” from Haraway, 1991, is one of the most important texts 
on epistemological issues (I do not wish to say “in feminism” here, because it should be dis-
cussed wider). See above about feminist epistemology and “epistemology proper”. Hara-
way points out that feminists are interested in science projects “that offer a more adequate, 
richer, better account of a world, in order to live in it well and in critical, reflexive relation 
to our own as well as others’ practices of domination and unequal parts of privilege and 
oppression” (Haraway, 1991, p. 187).
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50).6 In any case, this question is quite hotly disputed, explains Londa 
Schiebinger, and remains in the realm of theory (Schiebinger 1999, p. 11; 
see also Vendramin, 2018). In my opinion, the statement of all the women 
knowing the world differently (and, e.g., doing science differently)7 as all 
the men is too basic, too one-dimensional, not least because gender should 
be understood not primarily as an attribute of individuals but as an axis of 
social relations (Anderson, 1995; Grasswick, 2008). This means that, scep-
ticism “about the idea of any unitary women’s consciousness or unitary 
women’s experience” (Bart, 1998) should be present. Being a feminist is a 
political identity, and political identities are “created in the flux of ideolo-
gy and practice. They are not natural extensions of particular kinds of psy-
ches or bodies” (Felski, 2000, p. 198).

Feminist theory began as an analysis of the ways in which knowledges 
discriminated against women and helped to develop and perpetuate 
harms done to women, both conceptually and materially; it emerged 
through a recognition of the inadequacy of existing models to explain 
women’s positions in the past and their potential for change in the pres-
ent and future. (Grosz, 2010, p. 49). 

But, according to Elizabeth Grosz, it is important for the research focus 
to be both conceptual and empirical (although she states that her own fo-
cus is conceptual rather than empirical, so I hope I am not stretching the 
interpretation of her words too far),

not because the empirical has no place, but because, without a concep-
tual frame, the empirical has no value, no context, no power, it simply 
is. The empirical is given without some understanding of how it comes 
to be, without some assessment of its historicity and its potential to be 
otherwise. Only a framework, a context, which explains the forces that 
produce its givenness, can also show how it may be undone, or made dif-
ferently (ibid.). 

This is very much in line with what Donna Haraway writes in her 
seminal work Simians, Cyborgs and Women (1991, p. 82): feminism is “a 

6 Some additional questions: is there such a thing as feminist science, is there perhaps a 
“female style” in science, do women do science differently to men (if so, how would this 
research differ from traditional research) (Vendramin, 2018, p. 76)?

7 This is a very vast theoretical territory into which we unfortunately cannot venture at this 
point. The thesis of automatic epistemic privilege (in other words: superior insight), which 
means that those who are oppressed or marginalised always know more, or always know 
better, because of their social/political location cannot always be backed up (see Wylie & 
Sismondo, 2015; italics are mine). For a reflection on this, see Felski, 2000, which in my 
opinion is a very succinct contribution on the politics of feminist identity. 
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search for new stories, and so for a language which names a new vision of 
possibilities and limits. That is, feminism, like science is /…/ a contest for 
public knowledge”. 

Similarly, Eva Bahovec explicitly places feminism in the framework 
of epistemology and notes: the epistemological struggle of feminism is a 
clash with the category of the self-evident, with everything perceived as 
given, natural and unchangeable: “with everything that is only an appear-
ance and therefore misleading” (Bahovec 2007, pp. 35–36). In short, I opt 
for the permanent resistance of the feminist epistemic subject towards 
the taken-for-granted, including itself and its constructions (Vendramin, 
2014, p. 199).

We should return here to women’s epistemic disenfranchisement. 
Phyllis Rooney believes this disenfranchisement needs to be made visi-
ble as women have been dismissed as “serious reasoners and knowers in a 
variety of knowledge areas and disciplines as well as in philosophy /and 
it/ continues to be a defining project in feminist epistemology” (Rooney, 
2010. p. 10). Thus, to remain within this line of thinking with the help 
of Miranda Fricker: “The cause of testimonial injustice8 is a prejudice 
through which the speaker is misjudged and perceived as epistemically 
lesser (a direct discrimination). This will tend to have negative effects on 
how they are perceived and treated non-epistemically too” (Fricker, 2017a, 
p. 54). But let us now turn the perspective around: those that are non-epis-
temically perceived to hold less “value” cannot authorise themselves epis-
temically in society as a whole (such as currently exists). So, to “the epis-
temological question ‘Who can be legitimate knowers?’ the answer has 
historically been, ‘not women’” (Bart, 1998).

In short let me conclude, that feminist inquiries have “made signifi-
cant contributions to the epistemological terrain as regards questions such 
as who can be ‘knowers’, or what sorts of experience can count as justifica-
tion of knowledge claims” (Bart, 1998).

So, let us return to Nina Perger, Metka Mencin and Veronika Tašner’s 
article to reflect on FE and threats posed to academia by governing neo-
liberal ideology that is “making deals with (extreme) right-wing political 
movements”. Or, for example, reflect on endeavours “to create epistemo-
logical alliances with critical studies such as decolonial or antiracist re-
search studies, among others”, as writes Biljana Kašić. Or, as we can read 
in Renata Šribar’s article, it is important to “transpose feminist epistemol-
ogies to class” if we want to practise feminist pedagogy. Similarly, Ana 

8 Injustice as a “wrong done to someone specifically in their capacity as a knower” (Fricker, 
2007b, p. 1) or a subject of knowledge (ibid., p. 5).
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Mladenović, among other things, gives an example of how to realize this 
approach in a feminist classroom. Further, we can venture into medias-
cape with Mirjana Adamović or look into the discourses of the “crisis of 
masculinity” and “feminisation” in school context with Majda Hrženjak, 
not to mention “discussions about gender and language, the diversity and 
rights of socially disadvantaged groups” that Mojca Šorli speaks of.

Here is our “power to see” (Haraway, 1991, p. 192).
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